Before him, writing numbers
was difficult.
Only for the elite few.
Then it got easy.
For everyone.
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INTRO
In the early 13th century, Leonardo
Pisano—later known as Fibonacci,
also knicknamed "bigollo", or
"wanderer"/"vagabond"—published
his Liber Abbaci, introducing IndoArabic numerals and positional
notation to the West. Laid out with
concrete examples, he describes
the first calculation algorithms
essential to merchants of the era,
such as the "rule of false position" or
the sophisticated "method of double
false position." Thus we can safely
say he was the initiator of a cultural
revolution comparable to the recent
digital shift. And yet today, he is
remembered almost exclusively
for his famous rabbit problem, the
"Fibonacci sequence."
That’s why we decided to devote this
issue of Comics&Science and Claudia
Flandoli’s comic to him. Claudia,
now living in Cambridge (UK), is
originally from Pisa and has a
scientific background, so she was a
natural choice for bringing together
familiarity and historical precision.
This initiative, in collaboration
with the Applied Mathematics
Institute (IAC – Istituto per le
Applicazioni del Calcolo) of the
National Research Council and the
Italian Cultural Institute of Dublin,
is an opportunity to share the
Italian scientific history, a subject
often insufficiently promoted with
international audiences.
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Claudia has a background in biology,
graphic design, cartooning and
scientific illustration.
She lives in Cambridge (UK).
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FIBONACCI
IN IRELAND
MARCO GIOACCHINI

Director
Italian Institute of Culture Dublin

This English issue of the Comics&Science magazine is dedicated to
the Italian mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci.
It is a contribution to the circulation of scientific culture among
young adults and children.
This occasion is due to the joint participation of the IIC and the
IAC (Italian Institute for the Applications of Calculus – National
Research Centre) at the Munster Maths and Science Fair 2022
which will take place in Mallow, Co Cork.
The fair since 2010 attracts annually around 4000 children from
primary and secondary schools, coming from all around Munster.
This is a good occasion to bring visibility to Italian Sciences, which
is why our Institute has decided to fund the publishing of this
magazine in English and launch it for a young public during next
edition of the Fair on 16th October.
We wish to extend our big thank to all the people who have created
the contents of the publication, to the scholars who helped its
circulation in Italy and abroad and the organizers of the Munster
Maths and Science Fair who enthusiastically accepted
to host our delegation.
Last but not least we wish to thank all the young readers who will
want to know more about the great Fibonacci and find out how his
ideas have been revolutionary. They remain unparalleled, to this
day, long after the events narrated in this story.
Enjoy the reading!

Messer Guglielmo,
you’ve returned!
Quite the trip,
wasn’t it?

Indeed!
Soria, Egypt,
Costantinople!

Leonardo?

I found a lift,
Mama!
Bye, Papa!
Till anon!

But that’s enough
bigolling for a
while, right
Leonardo?

The Book of Leonardo
Almost
there

Are you eager
to arrive?

You have
no idea

Pisa

splish

splash
Home

Thanks for
the lift!

My
pleasure,
son
Welcome back!

Good day,
fine folks!

How you’ve grown,
my boy!

Leonardo!
You’re back!!

Ah, Donna
Eleonora

Six years
make a
difference!

Mama, have we any yellow
silk in the storeroom?

OMG

OMG

OM

G

YOU’RE HERE!

Never
mind me
Sara is
unrecognizable!

Sshhh

See?

Even he
says so!

You’re
a woman
now

And still no
suitors in sight

Come with me, Leo. I
need to finish helping
a customer

Can you
believe it?

Sorry

Then we’ll go out
for a jaunt

You must
tell me
EVERYTHiNG

Pardon the wait

This is
the yellow we
have

Oh, yes!

Just what I was
looking for

Will you need the full set, then?

cap
tunic

mantle

Depends

How much for
a cap and mantle?

Ah.

If you can
take that price
I would take
the full
set

18 soldi

Usually
I pay 15

How
much would
that be?

Well then:
the cap is typically 1/6
of the total and the
mantle 1/2

If
those are
15 soldi
That’s

That’s…

22 soldi and
6 denari

It’s a deal
22 soldi and
6 denari

Shall I pick
it up at the
fair?

Thanks

Yes,
perfect!

Hoo

‘Twas
nothing

Thanks

Um, Sara?

There’s a
rabbit in the
shop

Oh yes,
this is
Ranieri

Is he
your
dinner?

He’s my
darling!

Now let’s go!

Pisa awaits
you!

Have you
already seen the
duomo construction
site?

A bit, yes… But
don’t expect any
miracles!

Not yet! Have
they made much
progress?

What’d you see?
Anyway…

Spill!

What’d you do?
Did you bring me
a present?

Who’d you
meet?
Know what
I missed
even more
than you?

Reticence

Where have you been, my
globetrotter?

Mostly
we were in
Bugia

It’s an incredible city. The markets,
for example, are an explosion of sound,
smell, color

Is it hot?
Sandy?
Good food?

When I first arrived, at 12, I was a little intimidated,
and didn’t know how to make conversation

But I bet you’d have
had no problem

Anyway the truly incredible thing was the
number of mathematicians I encountered

Neer neer I’m not
taking the bait

Bait? But it’s a
compliment

Not like I called
you “Lucchese”

Well, duh

So they really
charmed you, eh?

Very intelligent people!

Here we are!

Their math is different,
it’s way beyond what we do here

It’s even more
beautiful than I
remembered

They haven’t
resumed work on
the tower yet?

Nope
What is it?

Why keep it
there halffinished?

And half
sunken, to
boot?

It’s just
absurd
Perhaps they’re
looking for a way to
straighten it

Yeah
But going back
to before… what happened
to your old crush on the
Arabic mathematics?

Don’t hold your
breath

Well then,
amen… it’ll sit
there gathering
dust forever

Old?
now we are married!

Just think,
down there they
don’t need abacuses
to count!

What do they use?

It’s great finger exercise, too

Their head

This is
“one”

Their hands
Haha at
least you’ll never
forget those at
home

“two”

“three”

“four”

What are you
doing?
Don’t gesture
like that!

Someone
will think
you’re
being rude

They don’t
write numbers like us
either, they have nine
figures
And depending
on where you put
them changes
the value

It makes calculations
much easier
Why?
Now you have
to teach me, I’m
going mad!

What do you need
to count?

Ugh
For the
shop

You know they don’t
let women study at abacus
schools

Whereas you
figured it out in a
snap

So every time
I have to make any
calculations I’m lost.
Like today.

Positively
medieval

You told me
some random
number?
Ah

You scoundrel!

But today I
cheated

No, I mean

I used a
method I learned
in Bugia

You take a
number and make it
the answer to your
problem

OK then
I pick
six

I call it the
“tree method”

Great
choice

Let’s figure out how much a cap and
mantle would cost in such a case:

Six soldi is
the total price for
the mantle, tunic,
and cap

of

of

4 soldi
Not
quite

Exactly

Just
pretend

To figure
it out we use the
rule of thirds
and

And now we ask: if a
6 soldi outfit gives me a partial
of 4 soldi, how much do I need to
obtain a partial of 15 soldi?

Pardon the
interruption,
but are you
Leonardo?

Bonacci’s
son?

Yes??
Son of
Messer
Bonacci?

It’s me!

He’s back?
Who?

For what? For
the August Holy
Mary Fair!

I arrived this
morning
Just in
time
eh

Yep
Uh… for
what?

They’re
hanging the
banners on
the duomo!

Bonacci
junior!
No
way!

Yesss, I
can’t wait

Speaking of,
let’s go back

Only
three
weeks
away!

I’ve got loads
of work

It’s kind of
my chance to show my
folks I’m good for
something else

I’m making a
new line of tunics to
show at the fair

Besides
marriage

Nice!

Do you have
a stand?

How?
Um

Hm
I’m
working
on it

Well,
I have to
rent it

Mom and
Dad won’t shell
out a cent

But I
also need
to make the
clothes for
the fair

So I’m
trying to earn
enough on my
own

How much does
the stand cost?

How much do
you have?

Uh

27 denari

Nothing

Hold
this

Great

What you need
is a plan!

So, some days I’ll
have to work in the shop,
to earn money

I like you like this,
Captain Traveler

And
others you’ll
spend in the
workshop to
make clothes for
the fair

Shh!

So no
earnings
there

Worse: those
days I spend money for
fabric and assistants

Three
denari
Oh.

But didn’t
you only have
one rabbit?

Now I
see two

How much
per day?

Figure in that in a month at
the shop I earn about 216
denari

Er

Really!

There are
now three rabbits.
Is that normal?

216 denari earned in a
month are 54 per
week

You hungry?

I’ve got
some aged
cheese

For the stand
I need 27 in three weeks:
9 per week

And the bread’s
over on your left

Here

So: What’s the least number of
days I’ll need to spend in the shop per
week to pay for the stand?

Or 9
per day

What if I did four days in the
shop and two in the workshop?

SHOP

WORKSHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP

SHOP

WORKSHOP

No, that makes
30 denari

Definitely

too much

Great! Three and
three then?

SHOP

WORKSHOP

SHOP

18 denari: still
too much. And I need
to spend as much time as
possible in the workshop

What a
drag!

Can’t your
Arabian
mathematician
friends come
to the rescue
again?

Actually, yes.

First we need two random
suppositions as answers to the
problem

Hey, can I keep these? I’d like
to study them a little
All yours

Like what
we just did?

If you solve this
problem for me
I’ll even give you
Ranieri

We need
to use the
Chatain
method

Exactly

What a
coincidence

Now consider how changing our
plan by just one day

Brought us
closer to the desired
net earnings

SSWSSW
hop

hop

orkshop

hop

hop

orkshop

SSWWSW
hop

hop

orkshop

orkshop

hop

orkshop

So a subtraction of one
from the initial supposition leads to a
reduction of 12 in the final result

You talk
just like a printed
book

What do you mean
“printed”?

-12 ri
a
den

So let’s say, with one
fewer day I came closer by 12.
How much more do I have to reduce
to get nine more closer? To figure
it out, we’ll use

RULE OF THiRDS
E
TH

divided by

smaller number
of days of the two
examples

mu

lt

ipl

ied

(I k
numb now thr
ee
ers
the f and find
ourt
h)

number of denari
between the two
examples

by

number
of days to
reduce

lower number
of denari we
want

So the days you have to spend in
the shop per week are:

Outstanding! Let’s
get to work!

Three
weeks
later

How much for
that tunic?
15 soldi!
It’s
Florentine
embroidery!

Superb! I
have loads of
customers

Hello?

And a
surprise
for you

Leo!!

Come!

how's it
going?

Look! I
made customtailored for you!

Sara, it’s
beautiful!!

For when they
call you to
court

Or
something

This mathabacus
of yours is the
best

Mathematics

Look how much
it helped!

You should really
write a book on it

worldly ole fibonacci
bullies his contemporaries
400 grams of
flour, please!

Huh?! How
much flour?

Oops! Sorry, I forgot.
CD grams, and make it…
Double zero!
Double
what?!
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